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Been a very interesting QuEST week – topics that have consumed my bandwidth

include those below – I will be prepared to discuss any of them or other items of

interest to those attending or phoning in:

I gave the ‘What is QuEST’ lecture to the Cognitive Modeling brown bag

this week.  Very interesting Ron/Sandy/I can give you what we heard from

them.  Walk-aways include there are obvious places for collaboration but

probably should investigate specific projects/programs to do them under.

Sandy asked some questions about Case Based Reasoning – including

sending me the quote:  'Ludwig Wittgenstein, prominent philosopher whose voluminous

manuscripts were published posthumously, observed that natural concepts, such as tables and

chairs are in fact polymorphic and cannot be classified by a single set of necessary and sufficient

features but instead can be defined by a set of instances (i.e. cases) that have family

resemblances [Watson, 1999, Wittgenstein, 2010].  ' So a discussion on this view and

its relationship to situations/qualia might be fruitful.

I gave a talk for Engineers week for AFIT/WSU/UD and the local IEEE

group: ‘From Idea to invention to productization – Capt Amerika

discusses experiences in the fight against Breast Cancer’:  This is

an open forum discussion on the journey of becoming passionate

about a problem, developing an idea on how to help with the

problem, inventing a new approach using that idea, garnering

the resources necessary to mature the idea and then making a

product and commercializing the solution to impact the maximal

number of people.  The experiences discussed are associated



with the fight against breast cancer specifically how a professor

of electrical engineering and some of his students / colleagues

with NO business experience at all successfully made this

journey resulting in a public company and products that result in

earlier detection of

breast cancer. – so I have this material approved for release and

happy to discuss with any QuEST people if they have questions

Jared found an interesting article on ‘Black Swans’ – the misuse of statistical

approaches – it was interesting and might generate some useful discussion:

I came across this blog article from the height of the financial crisis in 2008:

http://edge.org/conversation/the-fourth-quadrant-a-map-of-the-limits-of-statistics It gives a

pretty convincing (mathematical) argument that mirrors our thoughts on unexpected queries

based on Morley's four-quadrant assessment… Basically: if you are trying to

make a decision in an environment with complex payoffs

where there might be "black swans," DO NOT rely on

statistical methods -- they will fail miserably at some point

and notions like standard deviation and variance are nearly

meaningless. I particularly like the turkey example -- every day

for the first 1,000 day of its life, a turkey might accumulate

evidence that humans care about its welfare and it might

estimate very high confidence in the validity of its models

-- but the 1,001st day does not go so well.

I had a great running discussion via email with a group on ‘Theory of

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fedge.org%2Fconversation%2Fthe-fourth-quadrant-a-map-of-the-limits-of-statistics&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEED9YABMrJDEXDWb2ovEUQ6tsRAg


Knowledge’ culminating in a whiteboard discussion where we generated

some interesting ideas on what such a theory might provide us – Andres is

the keeper of the notes from that discussion but the discussion included:

Theory of Knowledge - What would it look like?  Given attributes of a given

inference task (what is going on = perception, what happened before =

recollection, what is going to happen next = projection) estimate the

impact of the human (or set of humans), the computer decision aide (or set

of computer decision aids) and the mixing function that accounts for

redundancy is performance as well as detractions associated with fusing the

two pieces.  - Example:  Breast cancer detection – given attributes of the

problem space (textures / displays of x-rays / performance of existing

human visual recognition tasks and computer learning approaches for

similar machine vision tasks) estimate what human performance should be

for ‘h’ and for ‘c’ and for ‘m’, then via taking some small amounts of data

confirm your hypothesis versus doing a complete Bayesian clinical trial with

bounds of probability estimating performance.- Example 2: given a new

sensor (LIDAR) estimate relative dominance in h versus c versus m for the

resulting capability -Note: M that is a function of h, c and the inference task

is dominated by the situational representation mismatch between the

inference task situational representation and the situational representation

of the h and the c respectively

Mike R asked questions last week on QuEST and big data – so I pulled

material from our previous discussions on big data – it is below :

Big Data and QuEST

Challenges and Opportunities with Big Data  - A community white paper



developed by leading researchers across the United States .l.. The value of data explodes

when it can be linked with other data, thus data integration is a major creator of value. Since

most data is directly generated in digital format today, we have the opportunity and the

challenge both to influence the creation to facilitate later linkage and to automatically link

previously created data. Data analysis, organization, retrieval, and modeling are other

foundational challenges. Data analysis is a clear bottleneck in many applications, both due to lack

of scalability of the underlying algorithms and due to the complexity of the data that needs to be

analyzed. Finally, presentation of the results and its interpretation by non-technical domain

experts is crucial to extracting actionable knowledge…*** this is exactly where QuEST is

focused *** …The sheer size of the data, of course, is a major challenge, and is the one that is

most easily recognized. However, there are others. Industry analysis companies like to point out

that there are challenges not just in Volume, but also in Variety and Velocity [Gar2011], and that

companies should not focus on just the first of these. By Variety, they usually mean

heterogeneity of data types, representation, and semantic interpretation. By Velocity, they

mean both the rate at which data arrive and the time in which it must be acted upon. While these

three are important, this short list fails to include additional important requirements such as

privacy and usability…The analysis of Big Data involves multiple distinct phases as shown in the

figure below, each of which introduces challenges. Many people unfortunately focus just on the

analysis/modeling phase: while that phase is crucial, it is of little use without the other phases of

the data analysis pipeline. Even in the analysis phase, which has received much attention, there

are poorly understood complexities in the context of multi-tenanted clusters where several

users’ programs run concurrently. Many significant challenges extend beyond the analysis phase.

For example, Big Data has to be managed in context, which may be noisy, heterogeneous and

not include an upfront model. Doing so raises the need to track provenance

and to handle uncertainty and error: topics that are crucial to success, and yet rarely mentioned

in the same breath as Big Data. Similarly, the questions to the data analysis pipeline will typically

not all be laid out in advance. We may need to figure out good questions based on the data.

Doing this will require smarter systems and also better support for user interaction with the

analysis pipeline. In fact, we currently have a major bottleneck in the number of people

empowered to ask questions of the data and analyze it [NYT2012]. We can drastically increase

this number by supporting many levels of engagement with the data, not all requiring deep

database expertise. Solutions to problems such as this will not come from incremental

improvements to business as usual such as industry may make on its own. Rather, they require us

to fundamentally rethink how we manage data analysis…
http://www.palantir.com/2010/06/a-rigorous-friction-model-for-human-computer-symbiosis/

-A rigorous friction model for

human-computer symbiosis… We are attempting to

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.palantir.com%2F2010%2F06%2Fa-rigorous-friction-model-for-human-computer-symbiosis%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEccTEdr9jbWJnWvG5LZv9_4TuoQg


understand the total analytic capability for a given task a

of a human-computer team. Analytic capability in this case probably means…

*** not sure I buy the units – answers per unit time – assumes there is

one answer and the amount of time to find it is a critical parameter?

*** … a = h + c … then Kasparov noticed the mixing function … a = h + c +

m …m can contain a friction term – in some decisions that friction term can

dominate the total analytical capability

Black Swan issue from Jared: I came across this blog article from the height of the

financial crisis in 2008:

http://edge.org/conversation/the-fourth-quadrant-a-map-of-the-limits-of-statistics It gives a

pretty convincing (mathematical) argument that mirrors our thoughts on unexpected queries

based on Morley's four-quadrant assessment. Basically: if you are trying to make

a decision in an environment with complex payoffs where

there might be "black swans," DO NOT rely on statistical

methods -- they will fail miserably at some point and

notions like standard deviation and variance are nearly

meaningless. I particularly like the turkey example -- every day

for the first 1,000 day of its life, a turkey might accumulate

evidence that humans care

about its welfare and it might estimate very high

confidence in the validity of its models -- but the 1,001st

day does not go so well. … his examination of Black Swans, the highly

improbable and unpredictable events that have massive impact…. I

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fedge.org%2Fconversation%2Fthe-fourth-quadrant-a-map-of-the-limits-of-statistics&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEED9YABMrJDEXDWb2ovEUQ6tsRAg


show elsewhere that if you don't know what a "typical" event is, fractal power laws

are the most effective way to discuss the extremes mathematically. It does not mean

that the real world generator is actually a power law—it means you don't understand the

structure of the external events it delivers and need a tool of analysis so you do not

become a turkey. Also, fractals simplify the mathematical discussions because all you

need is play with one parameter (I call it "alpha") and it increases or decreases the

role of the rare event in the total properties….

Jeff Jonas notes … Big Data new Physics – seems to imply a test case for

what we expect in the multi-Int area – something magical happens – lower

FPs and lower FNs –  *** trying to sqeeze information out of a pixel is not

worth the effort – all data must be processed in context – he agreed that

this only happens if you find the right representation to capture the

relationships to allow the drop in compute power - …Make sense of the

data in real time – fast enough to do something about what we are

observing while we are observing it – if you will change what we are

collecting – change our observations on the fly – seems to be the trend –

streaming analytics – emerging data drives the collection… Data in context

– situating data – the fundamental unit of cognition is a situation – takes a

lot of compute power to get anything out of a pixel  ** this is very similar

to the QUEST approach to ‘situating’ the data … Data finds data – now

that I know this what does it mean and to whom is it important – relevance

to find you – doesn’t this require a ToM  *** this is the QUEST link game –

Computers and people and friction: When we discuss friction in real-world analysis

systems, the friction actually exists at multiple levels ** probably

want to also consider at each level what are the influencing

factors ** assume that sys2 must reduce the friction for the

overall decision making of the critter – reduce the friction



between sys1 +

sys2 and go through the points below ** :

Creating an analysis model that will enable answering the questions that need to be explored –

***the representation has to be associated with the queries that it will

be requested to respond to – second look was designed to answer the

question is

there cancer in the image NOT should I ‘work-up’ this patient *** with

respect to sys2 what are the sorts of questions that sys1 can NOT answer

alone – thus what is the analysis model for sys2 that will allow it to work

with sys1 in a minimal friction manner to improve the overall decision

quality ***

Integrating the data into a single coherent view of the problem  ** this certainly

speaks to what we’ve suggested consciousness does – it

integrates into a common framework all that is necessary to

deliberate over consciously – it is interesting the minimalizing

friction demands this **

Enabling analysis tools to efficiently query and load the data  ** this captures part of

alignment **  ** sys2 must allow sys1 to efficiently interact with sys2 and

load the sys1 data (facts) for processing ***

Exposing APIs that allow developers to develop custom solutions quickly and efficiently for

modeling and analysis tasks not covered by general tools - *** sys1 must have flexible

access – it must be reprogrammed regularly to change how it can interact

with sys2 ***

User interface that makes the tools easy, enjoyable, and quick to use**** we think

intepredictable is also the key – the designing to allow alignment –

artificial conscious solutions – we suggest that in many ways the

amount of positive ‘mixing’ has to follow the Klein / Woods ideas of



joint activity – basic compact – common ground …*** *** this again is

pushing us to suggest that the representations for sys1 and sys2 should

be commensurate – maybe both situationally based *** In many ways

making the systems (h,c) identical you would think would drive the

friction to zero – but the amount of productive mixing then would be

driven to zero also – there must be some friction to generate IA  ** see

our WCCI discussion and extend to the question **

News Articles

http://bits.blogs.nytimes.com/2014/02/16/disruptions-using-addictive-games-to-build-b

etter-brains/?_php=true&_type=blogs&ref=technology&_r=0

Disruptions: Using Addictive Games to Build Better Brains

By NICK BILTON

For weeks, Flappy Bird nested atop the most downloaded app charts for Apple and

Android mobile devices before it was suddenly pulled by its creator.Agence France-Presse

— Getty Images For weeks, Flappy Bird nested atop the most downloaded app charts for

Apple and Android mobile devices before it was suddenly pulled by its creator.

First it was Doodle Jump. Then Dots. And now — will it never end? — Flappy Bird.

So many of the games that we download on our smartphones are a waste of time, but we

can’t seem to stop playing them. My current high score on the late, lamented Flappy Bird

is three. After weeks of tap-tap-tapping to keep that stupid little bird flying. Three.

Why do we keep falling for these things?



The answer to that question just might be found in, of all places, a medical laboratory at

the University of California, San Francisco. Researchers there are trying to figure out what

makes games addictive — and how we might use video games to make our minds

stronger, faster and healthier.

Using neuroimaging techniques, researchers are peering into gamers’ heads, hoping that

the data they collect will help them make video games that change as you play, getting

easier or harder, depending on your performance. The idea is to keep people at the

addiction point. You know, that infuriating flap-flap-flap zone. *** requires affective

computing ***

http://www.foxbusiness.com/technology/2014/02/14/cloud-spending-to-balloon-to-235

b-by-2017/

Cloud Spending to Balloon to $235B by 2017

By Jennifer Booton

Published February 14, 2014

FOXBusiness

Cloud Computing Keyboard

Companies like IBM (IBM) and Microsoft (MSFT) have already spent billions transitioning

their services to the cloud, and a new report shows they have no intention of stopping



anytime soon.

In fact, enterprise spending on the cloud is expected to triple over the next three years to

an estimated $235.1 billion by 2017, according to a new report from IHS (IHS).  This year,

spending is forecast to jump 20% over 2013 levels to $174.2 billion.

In an increasingly mobile world, the cloud has become a critical strategy for businesses

across all industries, enabling consumers to access vast amounts of data and media such

as music from their smartphones and tablets.

IHS believes the number of global consumer subscriptions to the cloud will jump to 730

million this year from 630 million in 2013.

Jagdish Rebello, IHS principal analyst for the cloud and big data, said it’s a sign of the

market’s vigor as large and small businesses move more applications to the cloud and use

Big Data to improve products and services for customers.

“With the cloud touching nearly every consumer and enterprise around the globe,

spending for cloud-related storage, servers, applications and content will be dedicated

toward building a framework that is rapidly scalable, highly dynamic, available on-demand

and requiring minimal management,” he said.

http://www.technologyreview.com/news/524401/yahoo-launches-10-million-research-e



ffort-to-invent-a-smarter-siri/

Yahoo Launches $10 Million Research Effort to Invent a Smarter Siri

Academics at CMU will try to extend Yahoo’s services with mobile apps that act like

personal assistants.

By Tom Simonite on February 19, 2014

Why It Matters

Mobile apps that can carry out even basic conversations could transform how we use our

devices.

Yahoo’s future mobile apps could come with a dash of intelligence that lets them act like

personal assistants. The company has made a $10 million grant to Carnegie Mellon

University for a project called InMind, which is intended to create and test assistant-style

services for mobile devices.

Under the five-year project, announced last week, researchers at the university’s

machine-learning department will get access to the technology running Yahoo’s current

services, such as mail and news, and will be able to develop new applications to extend

them. Those experimental apps and services will be tested by Carnegie students and staff

who allow them access to their Yahoo accounts, a group potentially numbering

thousands of people.



“InMind will be the next generation of personal agent that will guide us in our personal

lives, on our personal devices,” said Subra Suresh, Carnegie Mellon’s president, at an

event on campus last Wednesday to announce the partnership.

With this project, Yahoo is asking for a more defined outcome than is typical for Internet

companies funding academic research. The results will be similar to the kind of beta

product more typically developed inside a company. This reflects the convictions of Yahoo

CEO Marissa Mayer, who has said that using data to better serve the billion people who

use the company’s products each month is crucial to rebuilding its business and

reputation (see “Yahoo’s Expanded Labs”).

Ron Brachman, head of Yahoo Labs, says that he expects the InMind project to

experiment with apps that are capable of rudimentary conversation—for example, asking

a person follow-up questions and making suggestions based on new information. “This is

missing from Siri,” he says, adding that although Apple’s personal assistant is impressive,

it doesn’t attempt to understand the context in which it is being asked a question: it

doesn’t understand what the user is doing or might need at the moment.

http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2014/02/18/iranian-hacking-navy-computers-reporte

dly-more-extensive-than-first-thought/

Iranian hacking of Navy computers reportedly more extensive than first thought

Published February 18, 2014



FoxNews.com
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This Oct. 5, 2011, photo, provided by the U.S. Navy, shows Vice Adm. Michael Rogers.

Rogers, nominated to be the next head of the NSA, led the Navy's response to its largest

unclassified network being hacked by Iran last year. (AP)
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February 10, 2014: Iran's President Hassan Rouhani speaks at a meeting with foreign

ambassadors and heads of representative offices in Iran on the 35th anniversary of

Islamic Revolution in Tehran. (AP)

An Iranian hack of the Navy's largest unclassified computer network reportedly took

more than four months to resolve, raising concern among some lawmakers about

security gaps exposed by the attack.

The Wall Street Journal, citing current and former U.S. officials, reported late Monday

that the cyberattack targeted the Navy Marine Corps Internet, which is used by the Navy

Department to host websites, store nonsensitive information, and handle voice, video,

and data communications.

ADVERTISEMENT



The paper reported that the hackers were able to remain in the network until this past

November. That contradicts what officials told the Journal when the attack was first

publicly reported this past September. At the time, officials told the paper that the

intruders had been removed.

"It was a real big deal," a senior U.S. official told the Journal. "It was a significant

penetration that showed a weakness in the system."

The quoted official said that the Iranians were able to conduct surveillance and

compromise communications over the unclassified computer networks of the Navy and

Marine Corps. However, another senior official told the Journal that no e-mail accounts

were hacked and no data was stolen. There is also no evidence that Iran was able to

penetrate classified U.S. computer networks.

The cyberattack is one of the one of the most serious infiltrations of government

computer systems by the Iranians. The Journal reported that U.S. defense officials were

surprised at the skill of the hackers, who were able to enter the network through a

security gap in a public-facing website.

http://www.technologyreview.com/news/524166/the-worlds-most-powerful-3-d-laser-i

mager/

The World’s Most Powerful 3-D Laser Imager

A new military LIDAR chip shows promise for faster and more precise aerial



mapping—doing in minutes what used to take days.

By David Talbot on February 13, 2014

Why It Matters

LIDAR imaging can provide a powerful tool in mapping, archaeology, earth science,

agriculture, and disaster response.

LIDAR chip

Space shot: This image shows Space Shuttle Atlantis parked at the Kennedy Space Center

in Florida in part of a 200-meter-by-200-meter image taken at night from 13,600 feet in

just 18 seconds by a previous version of the advanced LIDAR technology.

Airborne laser scanning has produced stunning maps and insights in the last few years,

such as revealing the faint outlines of a vanished medieval city street grid obscured by the

jungle surrounding Cambodia’s Angkor Wat (see “Laser Scanning Reveals New Parts

of an Ancient Cambodian City”). The feat required 20 hours of helicopter flight time to

map 370 square kilometers to a resolution of one meter.

But in a secure hangar at Hanscom Air Force Base in Bedford, Massachusetts, the belly of

a Bombardier turboprop has been outfitted with technology that could pull off the

Cambodian job in about half an hour. The fuselage holds a new LIDAR (light detection and

ranging) 3-D imaging system that works with unprecedented speed and high resolution,



says Dale Fried, principal developer of the system at Lincoln Laboratory, a federally funded

R&D center run by MIT.

http://www.foxnews.com/tech/2014/02/18/man-versus-machine-table-tennis-champ-to

-take-on-ping-pong-playing-robot/

Man versus machine: Table tennis champ to take on ping-pong-playing robot

By Trevor Mogg

Published February 18, 2014

Digital Trends
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Agilus the robot has balls albeit of the Ping-Pong variety as next month it will go up

against German table tennis pro Timo Boll.

Agilus the robot has balls – albeit of the Ping-Pong variety – as next month it’ll go up

against German table tennis pro Timo Boll in a potentially dramatic man-against-machine

sports-based face-off.

Built by German robot specialists Kuka Robotics – a firm which you may be surprised to

learn has not been acquired by Google (though one can well imagine the Mountain View

company buying its creation and sticking it in its Googleplex game room some time soon)

– Ping-Pong-playing Agilus will battle against Boll on March 11 at a special event



celebrating the opening of a new Kuka production plant in Shanghai.

Secret Military Contractors Will Soon Mine Your Tweets

The Army wants a contractor to conduct detailed social media data mining to “identify

violent extremist influences” around the world that could affect the European Command,

responsible for operations in Europe as well as Iceland, Israel, Greenland and Russia.

Though the project is classified Secret, an Army contract shop in Europe posted a wealth

of information on the FedBizOps contract website Tuesday.

The data mining contract, which has the very long title of “Social Media Data-mining,

Localized Research, Market Audience Analysis, and Narrowcast Engagement

Requirements,” will support both the European Command and Special Operations

Command Europe.

In its request for information, the Army said it wants a contractor to “provide detailed

social media research and analysis, on-the-ground native research and analysis, and

customized social media website development and execution.”  This will include open

source information, “detailed social media data-mining, social media monitoring and

analysis, target audience analysis, media kit development and social media platform

operations.”




